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In past issues of Heartbeat, we’ve repeatedly
taken a close look at the many ways Rheinmetall
Automotive is successfully working to perfect conventional and alternative passenger car engines.
But in the commercial vehicle segment, too, the
need to cut fuel consumption and emissions is
looming ever larger. At this year’s IAA Commercial
Vehicles show, which takes place in Hannover in
September, the motto is “Driving Tomorrow”. In
various articles in this issue, you’ll find out what we
at Rheinmetall Automotive are doing to make sure
that future commercial vehicle concepts are more
effective, cleaner, and therefore more sustainable
than ever before. In many cases, these improvements relate to minute details, which may not seem
especially exciting at first glance. But when modifying the inner workings of a truck engine alone is
enough to reduce consumption by up to 0.3 %, this
can have a clear impact on CO2 emissions, given
fuel consumption rates of 30 to 40 liters of diesel
per 100 kilometers. Switching to electric power
offers added potential for optimization, especially
when it comes to urban delivery services and mass
transit solutions. This time, Heartbeat contains an
in-depth report on this topic, too. Happy reading!

Innovative technical solutions
make internal combustion truck
engines cleaner and more efficient.
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THE WILD WORLD OF ENGINES

Getting at the Earth’s mineral resources – whether coal or copper,
gold or iron ore – requires some seriously heavy-duty equipment.
Excavators the size of a house and dump trucks as heavy as
ships do the hard work today in mines around the globe.
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// WHERE GIANTS

ROAM THE EARTH
Heavyweight vehicles in a strip mine

5

When the steel colossus plunges its
gigantic shovel into the ground, the earth
literally trembles. In a single scoop, the
excavator can move 45 cubic meters of
material – enough to fill 400 bathtubs to
the brim. Weighing in at over 810 tons, the
R 9800 excavator from Liebherr numbers
among the world’s heaviest hydraulic
excavators. Other members of this elite
circle of super excavators are made by
Komatsu and Hitachi of Japan and Caterpillar in the USA. Their natural habitat is
the strip mine. In mines and quarries from
Australia to Uganda, hydraulic excavators

and giant dump trucks work in tandem,
moving hundreds of tons of rock each day.
The performance figures for these trucks
are equally astonishing: The Belorussianmade BelAZ-75710, with a payload of
450 tons, tops the charts when it comes to
load-carrying capacity. Its two MTU diesel
engines, with 65 liters of cubic capacity
each and a joint output of 4,600 HP, give
the 20-meter-long behemoth a top speed
of 64 km/h. Output is directly transmitted
via four Siemens electric motors located
directly at the axles.

An Italian classic:
Carrara marble comes
from quarries in the
Apuan Alps in Tuscany,
with annual production in the region of
five million tons. Long
prized by sculptors, this
high-quality marble is,
amongst others, also
used for floor and stair
coverings, windowsills
and natural stone tiles.

One of the heaviest,
most powerful vehicles
in its class: Liebherr’s
R9800 mining excavator
weighs around 810 tons.
Its diesel engine has an
output of 2,984 kW.
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Gigantic hydraulic
excavators and huge
dump trucks work
together in strip mines
around the world, moving several hundred tons
of rock daily.

This kind of performance has its price –
reflected chiefly in an insatiable appetite
for diesel. For this reason, innovative
companies around the world are working to develop more sustainable drive
concepts. The “eDumper”, developed by a
consortium consisting of Bern University
of Applied Sciences, Interstate University of Applied Sciences of Technology in
Buchs, Switzerland, the EMPA Research
Institute for Material Sciences and Technology, Kuhn Schweiz AG, and Lithium
Storage GmbH, is leading the pack. The
Swiss have developed a completely
electric vehicle based on a Komatsu
dump truck, which has been operating
in a quarry owned by cement maker

Vigier Ciment in the Jura Mountains ever
since May 2018. Like its diesel-powered
brethren, the eDumper is a record-setter:
Not only is it the world’s largest wheeled
e-vehicle, it also features the heaviest
battery ever built into an electric vehicle.
The battery weighs 4.5 tons – that’s more
than two medium-sized cars.

For more pictures, please go to
http://tiny.cc/mining-giants
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// GET-TOGETHER

FOR RHEINMETALL
APPRENTICES
A day at Pierburg in Neuss
Once a year, the Rheinmetall Group pulls out the
stops for its apprentices in their second year of
training. At this year’s Azubi-Tag, or Apprentice
Day, some 200 apprentices from both halves
of the Group – Rheinmetall Automotive and
Rheinmetall Defence – gathered together for the
first time ever on the grounds of the Pierburg

SALES AND EARNINGS
BOTH UP
In the first six months of 2018, Rheinmetall Automotive recorded sales growth
of 1.7 % compared to the same period
of the previous year to 1,491 million. Adjusting for currency effects increases the
growth to 4.2 %. The operating earnings
rose by 2.8 % to EUR 133 million.
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plant in Neuss. They talked shop, of course,
but about lots of other things, too. Most of
all, the day gave them a unique opportunity
to make contacts and get to know colleagues
they normally wouldn’t encounter in their
day-to-day working lives. The Rheinmetall
Group has over 400 apprentices in Germany.

1.7 %

*

I NCR EA S E I N SALE S

133

8.9 %
OPE RATI NG
SALE S MARG I N

million EUR

OPE RATI NG E AR N I NGS

* 4.2 % adjusted for currency effects

ORDER FOR NEW GASOLINE ENGINE PISTONS

KS KOLB E N SCH M I DT
CE LE B RATE S

50

YEARS
I N B RA Z I L

Kolbenschmidt is celebrating its
half-century-old presence in Brazil
with a campaign entitled “Movimento
Orgulho KS”, roughly meaning “KS
Pride Movement”. It is marking its
fiftieth anniversary in Brazil with a
series of events for its employees and
customers. In 1986, KS moved from
Santo André to its current location
in Nova Odessa, both of which are
located in the federal state of São

NOVA ODESSA
SÃO PAULO

Paulo. The company offers a wide
array of engine components in Brazil,
including pistons, piston rings, plain
bearings, piston bushings, and piston
rods – and is constantly coming up
with exciting new products for passenger cars, trucks and motorcycles.
KS Kolbenschmidt shares the Nova
Odessa site with its sister companies
Pierburg and Motorservice.

Grand opening
with Horst Binnig,
CEO of Rheinmetall Automotive:
The new plant in
Guangde is the
sixth location in
China of the joint
venture between
Rheinmetall Automotive und HUAYU
Automotive
Systems.

KS Kolbenschmidt has received the first
order for its new Liteks 4 piston. The
customer is a joint venture of a globally
operating OEM and a leading group
of Chinese companies. The lifetime
volume of the order will exceed EUR
47 million. The pistons are destined for
a new four-cylinder gasoline-powered
engine with 1.5-liter cubic capacity.
Production at the Chongqing piston
plant, operated by the joint venture
Kolbenschmidt Huayu Piston Co.
(KSHP), is scheduled to start in the
fall of 2021. Thanks to a heat-resistant
alloy and the reduced wall thickness,
the fourth generation of Liteks pistons
weighs around 10 % less. Moreover, trials have revealed a reduction in friction
of up to 28 %.

Do you want to subscribe to the Heartbeat?
Simply register!
heartbeat@de.rheinmetall.com

PLANT IN GUANGDE OPENS
Together with its partner HUAYU
Automotive Systems (HASCO), Rheinmetall Automotive has opened a new
location in China. With a surface area
of around 16,000 square meters, the
new plant of HASCO KSPG (Guangde)
Nonferrous Components Co. Ltd. is
located west of Shanghai. The plant,
the joint venture’s sixth in China, will
produce aluminum cylinder heads,
among other things. Rheinmetall

Automotive is the largest producer of
cylinder heads in China, turning out
some 5.5 million units a year. The new
plant will boost annual production capacity in 2018 by over a million units.
Moreover, the plant – in a joint venture
with HASCO – is the first to employ the
new high-grade low-pressure casting
process for manufacturing motor
housings for electric vehicles destined
for the Chinese market.
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// A NEW LOOK

AT COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
Efficiency, emission reduction and electromobility in the spotlight

Electromobility is ready to roll; even so, diesel-powered
vehicles will remain indispensable for years to come: This is the
situation shaping the market for heavy commercial vehicles.
Rheinmetall Automotive is playing an active role in the trend
toward e-mobility, while continuing to provide high-performance
solutions for making internal combustion engines more efficient.
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The entire world of transportation is on the move:
the worldwide flow of goods continues to grow due to
ever advancing globalization. Forecasts predict that
worldwide cargo volume will triple by 2050. On average, ships will account for about 85 % of this amount,
with an additional 10 % carried by large trucks. Because
the global market is already comparatively saturated,
demand for trucks in the coming years will develop
along stable lines. Certain shifts are occurring because
demand is falling in China and becoming stronger in
eastern Europe and North America.
The amount of traffic on German streets will also
continue to rise in the coming years. While 3.480 billion tons of goods were hauled in Germany in 2016,
forecasts already predict as much as 3.706 billion tons
will be on the roads in 2021. Yet even this moderate
increase in the amount of traffic has strong repercussions, explains Heinrich Dismon, CTO of Rheinmetall
Automotive AG: “The moderately increasing transportation volume will have to be hauled on roads already
experiencing overcrowding today.”
Diesel will dominate for decades
Heavy-duty diesel engines will literally continue to bear
the main load of cargo transportation on the road in
years to come. “For the foreseeable future – I’m speaking in terms of about two decades – the diesel engine
will remain the dominant drive of commercial vehicles
and especially for long-haul trucks,” says Dismon. How-

IN ADDITION TO ELECTRIFICATION,
EMISSION REDUCTION AND EFFICIENCY ARE SEEN AS IMPORTANT
TRENDS
ever, experts agree that further innovative technological
solutions are necessary to make combustion engines
cleaner and more efficient, given that stricter emissions
rules are on the agenda worldwide.
Threats of vehicle bans for conventional diesel engines
loom in congested urban centers. For example, in
Greater London a low emission zone has been established in which only environmentally friendly heavy-duty diesel vehicles are allowed to drive. As of April 2019,
the emissions rules for the then new ultra-low emission
zone will be further tightened. Despite the regulatory
dynamic, Dismon is convinced: “Forecasts that predict
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we will turn away from diesel engines for heavy-duty
trucks and move toward gasoline engines by 2040 must
currently be considered speculative. We will initially
focus on further optimization of diesel engine drives for
commercial vehicles.”
E-drives for special inner-city tasks
Given these regulatory omens, the development toward
more comprehensive use of electric drives could be
a solution; however, we are still in the early stages.
And yet, the advantages of load-bearing e-mobiles are
obvious: electric trucks emit no exhaust and are also
suitable for indoor use – for example, in large warehouses or terminals. Furthermore, they can drive into
low-emission zones without fear of vehicle bans. A
further advantage is their low noise level. Delivery services and freight forwarding agents could also thereby
send their trucks into downtown areas at night and thus
avoid traffic jams during the day.
The keenly observed StreetScooter of DHL is one of the
few examples that have advanced beyond the prototype stage. In April 2018, 5,500 postal StreetScooters
were already driving around on the streets. Three mod-

GLOBAL TRANSPORT VOLUME
ABOUT 10 % OF WORLDWIDE C ARGO VOLUME IN 2050
WILL BE TRANSPORTED BY TRUCK, ABOUT 85 % BY SHIP.
Source: OECD, average distribution 2015-2050, January 2017

85.6 %
els are meanwhile available – in addition to the basic
model, the postal electric vehicle fleet also features
the variants L and XL with greater load volumes, more
powerful batteries and correspondingly greater ranges.
Other vehicle manufacturers are almost ready to
enter the market – or have already done so for special
applications. For example, in early 2018, Volvo Trucks
launched two fully electric truck models weighing a
total of 16 and 27 tons and designed for deliveries,
waste management and other heavy transport tasks in
dense urban areas. Already since mid-2017, the Japanese Daimler subsidiary Fuso has been producing the
electric truck eCanter in small-scale series with a range
of 100 km.
But electromobility is also taking aim at short-range
public transport. For instance, the Dutch bus manufacturer VDL Bus & Coach is developing a fully electric
minibus. The 8-meter-long minibus is designated for
emission-free and quiet passenger transport in city
centers, but also in sparsely populated areas. Its
temperature control achieves energy savings through a
thermo-module from Rheinmetall Automotive.

9.0 %

5.2 % 0.2 %

Funding guidelines
Business with heavier electric trucks is still insignificant
in Germany, but could obtain a certain further dynamic
through a recently published funding guideline of the
German Federal Ministry of Transport: this states that
the federal government is contributing a EUR 40,000
subsidy toward the purchase of battery-operated series
trucks weighing a total of 12 tons or more.
North America is on the move
The North American market has also undergone changes with electric drive commercial vehicles. As in Europe,
the regulatory environment is altering toward reduced
emissions. California is an especially strong proponent
here. In this situation, Cummins – one of the largest
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HIGHER EFFICIENC Y PAYS OFF
The illustration shows estimated fuel consumption
reductions and the associated amortization periods of
evaluated technology packages in 2030. With ever more
advanced technologies, efficiency improves and fuel
consumption falls. The 15 % reduction target of the EU
white paper today corresponds to fuel savings averaging
4 L per 100 km. a considerable share of this reduction can
be achieved through internal engine improvements with

comparatively little cost. The amortization periods for the
moderate technology packages with a reduction in fuel
consumption by up to 27 % normally lie at one year or
less. By contrast, the more advanced technology packages are most often associated with large expenditures
for relatively less benefit. Based on average economic
assumptions, the amortization periods lie between 1.4
and 1.9 years.

FUEL CONSUMPTION (L/100 KM)
35
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Reference value: semitrailer tractor
2015 (44.8 % efficiency)
Target consumption reduction according
to EU white paper

– 15 %

Technologies of
Rheinmetall Automotive:

OPTIMIZATION MEASURES

Optimization of basic engine tribology

– 7%

Reduce road wear (16.7 % aerodynamics, 9.1 %
rolling resistance, 1.4 % weight)

Optimization of gas
exchange (charge
cycle)

–10 %

Add Best in Class Motor of the Year 2017
(46 % efficiency)

Optimization of
auxiliary systems

–11 %

Increase efficiency of the powertrain by 2 %

Demand-actuated
thermal management

–17 %

Reduce road wear (23.3 % aerodynamics,
18.2 % rolling resistance, 2.8 % weight)

–23 %

Add Engine of the Year 2020+ (48.6 % efficiency)

–26 %

Reduce road load (26.7 % aerodynamics,
21.8 % rolling resistance, 6.9 % weight)

–27 %

Downsize the motor by 10 % and reduce speed

–29 %

Add waste heat utilization (51.2 % efficiency)

–35 %

Reduce road wear (41.7 % aerodynamics,
27.3 % rolling resistance, 16 % weight)

–39 %

Add 2030-era motor (55 % efficiency)

–43 %

Add hybrid technology (60 % regeneration
efficiency)

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0

AMORTIZATION (IN YEARS)
The vertical bar stands for the forecasted amortization time according to the most probable
model. The range of amortization time frames arises through high and low technology cost
estimates as well as various economic assumptions for diesel fuel prices between EUR 0.70
and EUR 1.40 per liter and discount rates between 4 % and 10 %.

Source: International Council on Clean Transportation (ICCT), January 2018
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PRODUCTION OF COMMERCIAL VEHICLE ENGINES
DIESEL ENGINES DOMINATE BY A L ARGE
MARGIN FOR TRUCKS AND BUSES IN 2016
AND IN THE FOREC AST FOR 2024.
Source: IHS Markit, June 2018

Diesel

Gas

2016 2024

truck engine developers worldwide and a veritable titan
in heavy-duty diesel engines – introduced an electric
truck prototype with a range of up to 100 miles in 2017.
Other North American manufacturers are also testing
electric drives.
Emissions, efficiency and electrification
“At Rheinmetall Automotive, we don’t resist the trend
toward electrification, we fully address it. However, we
won’t exceed the performance range of autos for some

THE DIESEL ENGINE WILL REMAIN
THE DOMINANT DRIVE SYSTEM FOR
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES FOR THE
FORESEEABLE FUTURE
time to come – that is our target market with engine
power ratings of 90 to 120 kW,” says Dismon. So far,
widespread use of fully electric commercial vehicles
outside of regulatively prescribed (so-called zero
emission) zones, especially in terms of Total Cost of
Ownership, is still a long way off.
“Besides electrification, we consider emission reduction and efficiency the important trends in the commercial vehicle sector,” explains the Development Head. In
the area of efficiency enhancement, a recently published EU white paper sets the agenda. This document

2016 2024

2016 2024

Electric
energy

3,447,228
3,700,000
204,428
205,000
86,229
87,000

states that the ever-tighter emission regulations will
soon also expand to include rules for reducing fuel
consumption. The paper stipulates a fuel consumption
reduction by 15 % from 2018 to 2025. In absolute figures, this is a reduction from the current average 32.6 L
to about 28 L of diesel per 100 km. “Saving these 4.5 L
is quite a technological challenge,” says Dismon.
Focus on the engine
Although the stipulated reduction standards of course
involve the entire vehicle, comprehensive engine optimization remains very highly relevant. The target engine
efficiency of 46 % mentioned in the white paper presents a demanding task, but Rheinmetall Automotive
is highly competent at providing solutions in multiple
areas. In addition to known technologies in tribology,
we could also achieve enhancements in the charge
cycle: “Besides optimizing performance and operating
behavior, our FlexValve fully variable valve control is
also suitable for noticeably reducing fuel consumption.
Until now, no one had yet considered such measures
due to the cost-benefit relationship, but this could
change in light of the planned regulations.”

The FlexValve fully
variable valve control
plays an important role
in meeting planned EU
regulations for reducing fuel consumption
and emissions.

In view of the new challenges, the future will be about
bringing available technologies in even better-adapted,
more sophisticated designs to the market, especially
since transportation mobility represents a huge market.
And the internal combustion engine is far from dead.
On the contrary, the coming efficiency requirements will
initially drive its improvement. Here, too, Rheinmetall
Automotive has all the right solutions.
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// PACKED WITH

THE LATEST
KNOW-HOW
The Rheinmetall Electric Mobility Vehicle

Increasingly strict regulations and keener
environmental awareness on the part of customers
mean that it’s high time for modified mobility
concepts, including completely new vehicle
architectures. Here, electric drive technology
is powering ahead. A demonstrator vehicle
neatly encapsulates the portfolio Rheinmetall
Automotive offers in the e-mobility domain.
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It’s small, quiet – and defining the future of electro-mobility: The Rheinmetall Electric Mobility Vehicle
(EMove) is a testbed packed with alternative drive
technology components. Rheinmetall Automotive has
now unveiled the new vehicle – based on a Fiat 500.
Among other things, the car features a battery pack
developed in cooperation with external partners as well
as a powerful traction engine. Without impinging on
the useful space in the trunk and passenger compartments any more than the conventionally powered series
model, the EMove reaches a top speed of 135 km/h and
a maximum range of around 250 kilometers on a single
battery charge. In a metaphoric sense, though, the
vehicle’s range is far greater: The current configuration
could already serve as the basis of a possible series
concept; at the same time, the system approach is so
flexible that it lends itself to other applications as well,
responding flexibly to customer requirements.
Battery in the underbody
The battery concept in the Fiat 500 rests on the
premise that most electric and hybrid vehicle will
be equipped with underbody batteries. Dr. Peter
Seggewiß, Vice President New Propulsion Technologies at Rheinmetall Automotive, knows the advantages of this solution: “Underbody batteries impinge
only slightly on load capacity, don’t shift the vehi-

Thanks to the electromobility testbed,
Rheinmetall Automotive has systematically
expanded its product portfolio in pursuit of
drive train electrification.
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cle’s center of gravity upward, and can be integrated
into the supporting vehicle structure.” The 29 kWh
lithium-ion battery is modular in design, enabling
flexible, customer-specific solutions. To make sure the
component is the right answer for as many manufacturers as possible, the different battery cell types can be
integrated and thermally conditioned. The basic framework consists of a structurally optimized cast aluminum
frame with cooling ducts built into the bottom plate.
Moreover, because the battery contains no liquid medium, the design adds to the overall safety of the vehicle.
Guided by a systematically lightweight design principle,
the development engineers produced a battery pack
with an excellent specific energy density-to-weight
ratio. Together, the eight identical modules and the
pack structure weigh 180 kg. With an eye to steadily
perfecting the battery, Rheinmetall Automotive has set
up its first in-house battery testbed, where battery cells
of various types are measured and tested.

THE MODULAR CONCEPT ENABLES
FLEXIBLE, CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC
SOLUTIONS

Small but superb: Based on a Fiat
500, the EMove is an example of a
potential series concept.

Moreover, the flame-retardant characteristics of the
fiber-composite battery pack lid protect the passenger
compartment from the high temperatures resulting
from a battery fire. Designed to resist fire for over
fifteen minutes, this assures an adequate evacuation
time. The lid of the battery pack meets the high thermal
resistance requirements due to the low heat conductivity of the material, the use of a highly flame-retardant
plastic matrix, and application of a thermal protective
coating to the inside of the battery lid. In this project,
Rheinmetall Chempro GmbH was able to draw on its

250 km
Partnership for protection
The energy storage unit is mounted in a crash-proof
part of the vehicle. Since the battery is located in the
underbody, its underside is of course unprotected. This
could result in a short circuit and subsequent battery
fire if, for example, the battery cell was mechanically
damaged by a piece of metal hurled up from the road
surface at high velocity. To prevent this from happening,
Rheinmetall Automotive and Rheinmetall Chempro
GmbH (a subsidiary of Rheinmetall Defence) joined
forces to develop a protective shield. “The underbody
shield consists of a stress-adapted fiber composite
structure (CFK/AFK), which we subjected to extensive impact testing and numerical analysis”, explains
Seggewiß. “Weighing just 14 kilograms, the shield is
about 56 % lighter than a comparable aluminum structure.” The underbody armor offers protection against
blunt and sharp objects at velocities of up to 150 km/h,
and also protects the bottom plate of the battery
against the static load when the vehicle is set down.
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135 km/h
TOP SPEED

NOMI NAL RANGE
WITH ELECTRIC
ENE RGY

Powered by a 29 kWh-lithium-ion
battery, the 90-kW traction motor
assures environmentally friendly
propulsion.

longstanding expertise in the field of ballistic vehicle
protection and fiber composites. A compelling concept:
The battery protection design took third place in the
Institute for Individual Producers (ife) “Losgröße 1+”
Innovation Prize contest.

TECHNICAL DATA OF THE EMOVE
Vehicle data
Vehicle class
Weight, empty
Electric motor
Nominal output
Top output
Max. torque
Top speed
Energy consumption, electric
Nominal range, electric

Mini (Triple 0 segment)
1,350 kg
Permanent magnet synchronous motor
50 kW
90 kW
230 Nm
135 km/h (capped)
9.5 kWh per 100 km
approx. 250 km

Battery pack
Battery type
Capacity
Weight
Dimensions (L x W x H)

Lithium-ion
29 kWh
180 kg
1,500 x 750 x 208 mm

Battery module
KCapacity
Weight
Dimensions (L x W x H)
Range

3.6 kWh
18 kg
371 x 310 x 110 mm
approx. 250 km

THE VEHICLE IS EQUIPPED WITH
A BATTERY PACK AND POWERFUL
TRACTION MOTOR
A 90-kW engine
Besides the battery pack and underbody protection,
the traction engine plays a central role in Rheinmetall
Automotive’s demonstrator vehicle. It is a 3-phase,
permanent magnet synchronous motor of the kind used
in BMW i3 and Hyundai IONIQ Elektro, with an output of
90 kW. The fully electric Fiat 500’s drive system is based
on an energy content of 29 kWh. The system configuration incorporates active cooling that extends not
just to the engine itself, but also to the adjacent power
electronics.
“The electromobility testbed is a central platform that
lets us expand our product portfolio for electrification
of the drive train in a carefully targeted, drivable way,”
explains Heinrich Dismon, CTO Rheinmetall Automotive
and project’s initiator. The plan calls for integrating
many more components. This way, Rheinmetall Automotive will be able to continue pressing ahead with
innovative new mobility concepts, helping to shape a
more environmentally friendly future.
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// MAXIMUM SCOPE

FOR CREATIVITY
New casting procedure opens up multifaceted possibilities
KS HUAYU AluTech GmbH is ready to market a newly developed
casting technique. Specially engineered for the company’s new plant
in Guangde, China, the process is especially well suited for highly
complex engine block designs and electrical motor housings.

Perfected at the Group’s experimental
casting plant in Neckersulm, the process
is now ready for full-scale production. The
specialists in the team led by development
chief Dr. Christian Klimesch and process
engineer Ludger Urhahn have come up
with a solution that combines the benefits
of several different casting processes.
The result? High-quality, highly resilient
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cylinder crankcases that offer the added
advantage of being relatively quick to
produce.
The new high-tech sand-casting solution is
now being tested in a 4-cylinder in-line engine with a grey cast iron liner. The liners
used here are over-molded at the cylinder
head by several millimeters, the idea being

Complex shapes of
channels and undercutting geometries are
easier to produce with
the new process.

THE LOW-PRESSURE
SAND-CASTING PROCESS
IS VERY STABLE AND
TAKES A QUARTER LESS
TIME THAN THE CONVENTIONAL METHOD

Following low-pressure filling, a robot
rotates the engine block 180 degrees.
It’s very quick: Low-pressure sand casting takes
two minutes at most.

necessary in order to avoid movement
of the molten metal during the rotation
movement and the quality problems this
can cause.

to keep the milling cutter from having to
move through different materials during
subsequent processing. This structural
shape cannot be achieved using conventional low-pressure chill casting.
For Klimesch, however, the process no
longer represents virgin territory, “because
the same process is being used at our
plant in Guangde to produce electric motor
housings for a battery-power car for the
Chinese market”. This development originated in Neckersulm as well, before being
transferred to the plant in Guangde, which
is located around 300 kilometers west of
Shanghai.
Among other things, the exacting requirements for positioning the liners in the sand
proved to be quite challenging during work
to perfect the process for crankcases. They
had to be heated in the fully mounted core
package, after being exactly centered in
cold condition between 22 sand cores. In
the process, the thermal expansion of the
liners also had to be taken into account.

Moreover, chill castings had to be mounted in the area around the bearing block,
which would subsequently have to bear
the main load during operation of the
engine. Since active cooling isn’t used in
chill casting, the necessary heat withdrawal has to be controlled via the mass of the
chill castings. This way, very high rigidity is

THE RESULT? HIGH-QUALITY, HIGHLY RESILIENT
CYLINDER CRANK CASES

achieved with simultaneous large extension of the finished block. And this is exactly what engine makers want for today’s
highly stressed engine generations.
After low-pressure filling, the block sits for
a couple of seconds before being turned
180 degrees by a robot. This pressure is

“The great thing about this process is that
it gives design engineers maximum scope
for creativity”, explains Urhahn, noting
that it enables “undercutting geometries,
for example, and ducts of every shape.”
Moreover, it requires less material, leading
to a reduction in weight of between 3
and 5 %. In addition, on account of the
extremely low heat conductivity of sand,
it’s possible to produce thinner walls than
with chill casting, even at the same filling
speed and molten metal temperature.
Another advantage: Low-pressure sand
casting turns out to be a very stable
process with comparatively few variables
once issues such as connecting the core
package to the form filling are mastered.
As Klimesch points out, “This is where our
longstanding experience and leading role
in low-pressure casting comes in. Once
you’ve got the basic parameters down
pat, it’s like baking pretzels.” And it’s at
least as quick: Instead of the roughly eight
minute-cycle time required in low-pressure
chill casting, the new process can be completed at least four times faster.
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// COMPLEX MOBILITY,

SMART SOLUTIONS
Apps that keep us rolling
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The mobility revolution
is underway. Electric and
hybrid drives are slowly but
steadily gaining in popularity.
This trend coincides with
an ever-growing supply of
digital transport services.

By 2020,
“intermodal traffic concepts”
(i.e. combining different
means of transportation)
could potentially generate

EUR

97
BILLION
in sales in Germany.
Source: IHS/German Federal Statistical Office

Nowadays, in large cities all over the world, using
your own car to handle all your needs is becoming a
thing of the past. Parking space shortages, congested
streets, and smog all place a brake on individual car
ownership. Indeed, many urbanites already forego
having their own car altogether. This is evident in the
different level of private vehicle ownership in urban
and rural areas: Berlin has around 350 autos per 1,000
inhabitants. By contrast, in rural Hohenlohe County in
Baden-Württemberg, the number soars to almost 700.

SHARE OF TRAFFIC
ROUTES IN TRAFFIC
VOLUME
Source: German Mobility Panel

The trend of urban mobility is moving toward a mixed
solution. Increasingly, we are using various means of
transportation within a route. This can involve motor
vehicles, public transportation or even an e-bike. The

CARSHARING IS THE BEST
KNOWN OF THE NEW MOBILITY
SERVICES
crucial element here is to interlink various means of
transportation to let people get from A to B as efficiently as possible. Carsharing is only the best-known
of the new services we now use in order to reach our
destinations.

71.4 %

20.3 %

2.5 %

2.9 %

2.9 %

Roads with private motorized
transport

Roads with
public transportation
routes

Footpaths

Bicycle
paths

Miscellaneous
(ship, airplane, etc.)

Full cities
Yet this doesn’t even begin to exhaust the myriad possibilities offered by digital services. Solutions for many of
today’s mobility challenges are found on smartphones
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and other mobile devices. One example is parking
space, which has meanwhile become scarce not only
in metropoles but also even in the downtown areas of
smaller towns. This is unsurprising given that, on the
one hand, the number of motor vehicles in Germany
continues to grow and, on the other hand, developers
prefer to use valuable land parcels for new residential
and commercial buildings rather than parking places,
especially in areas close to the city center. As a result,
motorists on average spend more than 20 minutes
searching for parking spaces for their vehicles in downtown areas.
This is where portals like Mobypark offer a remedy.
The app allows parking space owners – e.g. hotels,
companies, universities and private individuals – to
make their parking spaces available whenever they are
not using them themselves. Motorists can reserve these
parking spaces – which are normally inaccessible to

Digital parking space
search: vehicle drivers
can pre-reserve unneeded parking spaces from
companies, institutions or
private individuals.

41
HOURS
per year drivers in
Germany look for a
parking space.
Source: Inrix

Combi-travel: People
increasingly use several
means of transportation
– for instance, passenger car, trolley bus and
bicycle – to get to their
destinations.

RIDESHARING
Number of users
(in millions) of ridesharing offers in
Germany
Source: Statista

7.3
4.2
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THERE ARE NO LIMITS TO
INGENUITY!

8.3

5.9

2016

the public – in advance via Mobypark. Using the app is
extremely simple: just enter the date and desired time
slot, look for the parking space on a map and book
directly. These parking spaces often cost even less
than comparable public parking garages. Mobypark is

2018 2020 2022
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especially popular in the Netherlands and France. For
example, the app offers over 1,000 parking spaces in
Paris, depending on availability.
Less populated countryside
Yet the mobility situation has undergone profound
changes not only in cities but also in rural areas. Parking spaces are normally plentiful in village and town
centers here, but ever more specialty shops are closing;

45,000
VEHICLES
are registered with Drivy.

the nearest store is often only reachable by car. Even
simple errands can become a logistical challenge, especially for older people who no longer feel safe driving.
Public transit is not always an alternative where bus
and rail options are often severely limited, especially in
sparsely populated areas due to low cost-effectiveness.

Source: Drivy

Controversial win-win situation
Here is where so-called ride-selling can offer a solution.
The basic underlying idea: In theory, transportation
capacities present no problem whatsoever, despite the
lack of public transit coverage. Even in the country, cars
are constantly traveling between every conceivable
starting point and destination – and in most cases the
driver sits alone at the wheel. Three spaces therefore
normally remain unoccupied. The challenge is then to
bring supply and demand together at mutually convenient times and places. This is exactly where ride-selling apps like Uber or BlaBlaCar focus to connect drivers

IT IS UNCLEAR WHETHER RIDESHARING WILL EVER GAIN WIDE
ACCEPTANCE IN GERMANY
and passengers. The advantages are obvious: Drivers
recoup at least part of the costs for their trip, while
the transported passengers reach their destinations
relatively cheaply and comfortably. A classic win-win,
one would think. But these services are not without
controversy, especially in Germany. Uber especially
competes with established taxi businesses, which require a license to operate in this country. In many cases,
German courts have already restricted Uber's activities.
Whether ride-selling will gain acceptance in Germany
very much remains an open question.
“Baby, you can drive my car”
Platforms like CarUnity, Drivy and SnappCar offer not
only trips but also the entire owned vehicle. Private
individuals can make their cars available to other
drivers here for a limited time. These services represent
an alternative both to conventional auto rental agencies
and commercial car sharing providers. The advantage
especially lies in the large geographic spread, given
that one can find someone willing to lend his vehicle
for a relatively low fee almost anywhere. However, the
legal situation is tricky. The vehicle owner’s third-party
vehicle insurance or collision damage insurance normally does not cover lending the vehicle to a driver not
designated in the insurance policy. So-called supplemental insurance policies are therefore a mandatory
part of the contract between the individual platform

Private auto rental:
The option of lending
one’s vehicle to other
people for a fee is
gaining in popularity.

Private car rental agency
Drivy now has

1,500,000
USERS
in France, Germany, Austria,
Spain and Belgium.
Source: Drivy

and vehicle owner. These offer full insurance coverage
even when subleasing.
The trend is plain to see in the meantime, since ingenuity in developing new mobility services is virtually
boundless. Some of the problems arising with modern
changes in transportation appear solvable with apps.
The technical innovations setting the pace here relate
both to mobility itself and to communication. In order
to successfully meet the mobility needs of the future,
we have to take a holistic view of digital services and
their underlying technologies.
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// RESTART AT 70
The first diesel engine for the Ford F 150

For over 30 years, America’s best-selling car!
r! Its
total unit sales well into the eight-digit range,
ge,
even though it is virtually only available in North
America. And right now, the present generation
tion
of the Ford F 150 is arriving on the market and,
nd,
as a premiere, with a diesel engine option.
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The Powerstroke diesel
convinces with its pulling
power, quiet running and
low emissions.

The story of the Ford F 150 reads like a
fairy tale for American kids. First surfacing
on the market in 1948, the pick-up, meantime in its double-digit model generation,
has featured in the most recent history of
the country much as Wrigley's chewing gum
and Coca-Cola. Again and again modified
in line with the then state-of-the art auto
engineering, the F 150 as an archetype of
American means of transport and mobility
has become a familiar sight from numerous
movie classics even for Europeans, and
even in its much earlier generations.
The Truck of the Year 2018, voted among
others by the Motor Truck magazine,
reflects a mixture of family transporter and
load carrier. It epitomizes the American lifestyle and attracts fans from all walks of life.
A Rancher in Ohio, an artisan in Arkansas or
a yuppie in California – they all go for this
practical pick-up with which it is so easy
to carry hay bales for the horse, drainage
pipes for the construction site or simply
garden waste along with the motor bike.
Diesel with a lot of power
If in the Land of unlimited opportunities
such a gasoline icon now also comes in a
diesel version, this must be a very special
diesel, in this case a 3.0 Liter V 6 with
250 HP. With a torque of around 600
Newton-meters, a maximum payload of just
under a ton and a trailer load of a good five
tons, the vehicle will easily cope with the
rough tracks taken by the ranger in a National Park or trailer tow a sizable motor boat.
A note of interest: the new Lion diesel
engine for the F 150 is being built in

Dagenham, Great Britain. In its development, the Ford engineers trusted in
Pierburg for matters of exhaust-gas
recirculation. Particularly valuable in this
effort was the international division of labor
between the development center in Neuss,
the production plant in Abadiano and the
North American hub in Auburn Hills very
close to the Ford headquarters in Dearborn.
Pierburg is supplying the new diesel with a
complete assembly for cooled exhaust-gas

FROM RANCHERS
TO CRAFTSMEN TO
YUPPIES – EVERYONE
LIKES THE “TRUCK OF THE
YEAR 2018”
recirculation, consisting of a double-seat
EGR valve, a bypass, and a steel cooling
unit. The twin-flow valve serves both cylinder banks simultaneously.
In the development work, which took
altogether three years, one of the initial
difficulties was the packaging of the sizable
EGR cooler, plus the fact that Ford was
extremely demanding regarding its cooling
capacity. Above all, with very high heat
transfer and low-pressure losses, the fouling factor had to be kept as low as possible.
This factor indicates the deterioration of
system heat transport over time. Altogether
a vast challenge that has nevertheless paid
off, according to Program Manager Udo
Rauschning, especially as the US Environ-

mental Protection Agency is understandably most particular on the subject of the
diesel engine. “The engine complies with
even the high emission standards of California and the customer is impressed with
the vehicle's tractive power and smooth
running.”
Made in the Basque region
EGR, bypass and steel cooler are all assembled at the Basque plant in Abadiano,
where for 18 months Ainhoa Barreiro Errasti
has overseen the project as developer and
production specialist. This was no routine
project for her: “In the course of the development work we changed the cooler as
well as the bypass several times, in order
to ensure the right functionality,” she says.
And, “because of the still relatively low
production volume for us we had to re-set
the production equipment several times a
week.” As she sees it, a great example of
successful teamwork. The pickup manufacturer would seem to concur, since meanwhile a follow-up contract has been booked
starting from 2021/22. And who knows,
perhaps the good example set by the low
CO2 , clean and powerful diesel will be followed by other American pickups!

For more pictures, please go to
http://tiny.cc/Ford-restart
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MOTORSHOW NEWS

// POLYMER

BEARINGS
FOR TRUCK ENGINES
The robust R53L1 polymer bearing is based on triedand-tested R53 steel-aluminum material. Used for the
substructure, it is extremely resistant to grime. Just as
robust, the bearing stands up better to wear and tear.
The R53L1 is particularly suitable for hybrid engines with
numerous starts and stops and low-viscosity oils.
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BPVS FOR EXTREME
LONGEVITY REQUIREMENTS

When reducing nitrogen oxide
emissions is the goal, using back
pressure valves helps. Ever since
the EU-5 legislation came into
force, Pierburg has been producing
high-precision, electrically powered
BPVs in series, making it the world’s
sole supplier of complete systems
consisting of a flap and actuator.
A double-walled welded body and
high heat-resistant bearings to
prevent thermal overload make
the new building block system a
standout. As a result, it meets the
extremely long service life requirements of the commercial vehicle
segment. The valve is suitable for
vehicles of all types.

LOWER-FRICTION TRUCK PISTONS
A perfectly harmonized piston system
reduces friction loss. Kolbenschmidt
offers wire-sprayed cylinder surfaces (RSW coating) coupled with
hard-coated piston rings as prototypes for truck applications. These extremely low-friction pistons are being
developed in cooperation with joint
venture partner Riken. At the same
28
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rate of oil consumption, friction is
around 25 % less compared to current
series products. The compact Weldteks pistons have been optimized
with respect to cross-sectional characteristics and piston profile so as to
achieve the lowest possible friction.
They also enable lower height, thus
reducing the weight of the engine.

Focus on electrification, emission reduction and electromobility: Under the
motto “Driving tomorrow”, Rheinmetall Automotive displays its newest
developments and current engineering highlights for commercial vehicle
engines at this year's IAA Commercial Vehicles in Hannover.

NEW PERMAGLIDE
PLAIN BEARINGS
be extremely adaptable, but also
highly resistant to wear and tear at
the same time. Friction shouldn’t be
too great, either, thus assuring that
the brake shoes can be released
and/or reset. This is why the KS plain
bearing family features high-performance, friction- and wear-optimized
polyamide as the basis for the
anti-friction layer. Depending on the
kind of brake, the thickness of the
anti-friction surface and the size of
the lubrication indent can
be adjusted.

120 %

120 %

100 %

100 %
Abrasion rate (μm/h)

Friction μ (1)

KS Gleitlager has launched a new
family of lead-free, environmentally
friendly plain bearings: the KS P240,
KS P241, KS P242, and KS P243.
Thanks to their clear advantages
with regard to friction, wear and
maintenance, they are suitable for
lubricated applications, especially
those featuring oscillating movements and high static/dynamic
loads. A particularly sophisticated
application in this category is the
lever in pneumatic disk brakes for
trucks. The anti-friction layer has to

80 %
60 %
40 %
20 %
0

HEAVY-DUTY EGR VALVE
FOR TIGHT SPACES
Pierburg has developed a compact, directly
powered EGR valve for large-volume engines. It
directly connects a high-performance compact
actuator with the valve via an Oldham coupling.
As opposed to a conventional, indirect coupling
rod drive, the flap is positioned very precisely
even during long running periods. Thanks to optimum integration of the electronics, the robust
gear design, and integrated water cooling, the
valve withstands even the highest temperatures
as well as massive vibration stress. Moreover,
state-of-the-art electronics enable a multitude
of hardware and software functions. Owing to
its compact design, the EGR valve can be installed in places that were previously inaccessible. It’s also available in a dual-inlet version.

80 %
60 %
40 %
20 %
0

Benchmark

KS P241

Benchmark

KS P241
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RHEINMETALL GROUP

// LET’S GET

STARTED!
Rheinmetall MSU offers cost-efficient alternatives
to auxiliary power units

Even early aviation
pioneers needed their
own “Start Unit” in the
form of a brave mechanic,
who got engines running by
vigorously yanking on propellers
before scurrying off to safety. Much
to the delight of ground personnel
everywhere, this task is nowadays
accomplished by the Mobile Start
Unit (MSU) from Rheinmetall.
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As a general rule, a jet engine cannot
be started from rest. Only when running
at about 20 % of its maximum rotational
speed is it possible to draw fuel and start
the continuous combustion process. Modern aircraft are normally equipped with an
Auxiliary Power Unit (APU), which boosts
the main engines up to the necessary rotational speed while simultaneously supplying energy for the on-board air conditioning
system.
Extremely long service life
Air Start Units (ASUs), also known as
ground power units, represent an alternative to starting engines via APUs. They are,
for example, necessary when the APU is defective or on-board fuel must be conserved.
Since as far back as 1996, Rheinmetall has
been manufacturing an MSU product range
with a number of ground power units for
both civil and military needs. Durability is
outstanding: many systems from the first
years of series production are still in use
today. They were developed for ambient
temperatures of –32 °C to +52 °C and have
also proven themselves under the harshest
climatic conditions.
Virtually maintenance-free
The MSU is distinguished by its compact

design, low weight, high performance and
low operating costs. In the MSU design, the
compressor forms part of the turbine. This
means fewer wearing parts, resulting in
especially high reliability and low maintenance costs. Only two small inspections per
year are necessary, in which neither the oil
nor the filter must be changed. Thanks to
the self-diagnostic function and continual
digital monitoring, the MSU reports any occurring errors, thereby preventing damage
at an early stage.
The MSU can be operated either with
diesel, kerosene jet fuel or a mixture of
both. Thanks to the turbine technology
employed, the MSU requires only a brief
warm-up phase of two minutes maximum,
depending on the system. It needs no cooldown period when idling because no bearing is ever exposed to high temperatures.
At the same time, airflow is very stable,
which optimizes engine start conditions.
Solution for every aircraft
The Rheinmetall MSU product range provides a modular system offering sufficient
flexibility for every application. It can be
deployed as a mobile unit, on a trailer
or vehicle or as a stationary system with
variable tank size. The MSU 200 already

delivers enough performance for about
80 % of all aircraft types, from Airbus,
Boeing and McDonnell-Douglas to Russian
manufacturers like Ilyushin or Tupolev. The
MSU 400 meets all requirements for very
large machines, even for the Airbus A380
or the Boeing 777. Both the MSU 200 and
the MSU 400 supply enough air pressure to
start the engine and power the on-board air
conditioning system. Changeover from one
function to the other occurs automatically.
Environmentally friendly and cost-efficient
One of the most important advantages of
the MSU lies in the low Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). Thanks to its short running
time of about six minutes per air start, the
turbine saves costs and goes easy on the
environment. Only about 3 gallons (approx.
12 liters) of fuel are consumed per air start.
This is very little in comparison both to
other ground power units and on-board
APUs – which of course also benefits the
environment. This aspect is becoming ever
more important, especially because reducing ground service equipment emissions is
a core issue for many airlines and airport
operators – as they labor to fulfill the
ever-stricter legal emission requirements
worldwide.

Depiction of air flows inside the MSU
Air Start Unit module. Depicted in yellow, the bleed air from the turbines
is conveyed via a hose connection to
the aircraft, where it is used
to start the main engines.

The Mobile Start Units from
Rheinmetall can be deployed
either as a mobile unit or
stationary system.
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PEOPLE

Where are we heading? The NEOs analyze
the Group’s core competencies, deriving
ideas for future areas
of activity through to
the year 2040.

// SCOPING OUT

THE FUTURE
Looking for new business fields

The latest ‘edition’ of Rheinmetall Automotive’s NEO team is called
NEO 3.0. The five-person team’s mission is to spend a year turning
the familiar world of work on its head and, by adopting new and
unusual ways of looking things, to shed light on the future.
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The NEO 3.0 team (from left to
right): Frank Bildstein, Vyautas
Ladyga, Arne Fiala, Alexandra
Gli i and Marc Carrier.

New business possibilities
The year’s crop of NEOs are turning their attention to
a matter of overarching importance: “Designing New
Business Possibilities for 2040”. In practical terms, for
the team this translates as follows: They’re busy analyzing the core competencies of Rheinmetall Automotive
and Rheinmetall Defence. Based on this, they identify
business opportunities that could constitute potential
areas of activity in the year 2040.
Here are some of the key questions the team is
addressing: Which actors will influence the Rheinmetall Group in 2040? What do we have to do today in
order to continue playing an important role in 2040?
“To come up with possible answers, we replicated
the Group structure and all of its stakeholders with
the help of ‘Lego Serious Play’, which is a means of
encouraging lateral thinking”, reports Gli i . “But we
also received valuable input during interviews with
thirty top executives from all over the Rheinmetall
Group, which we’re using to identify the Group’s
strengths and weaknesses.”

The Executive Board of Rheinmetall Automotive
established the NEO program in 2015. Every year, a
team of contestants and recommended employees is
recruited and assigned various tasks. This year’s NEO
consists of four men and one woman: Marc Carrier of
Rheinmetall Canada, Vytautas Ladyga from Pierburg
Pump Technology, Arne Fiala from KS Gleitlager, Frank
Bildstein from Rheinmetall Electronics, and MS Motorservice International’s Aleksandra Gli i . What’s new
this time is that the team isn’t just made up of Automotive people: Carrier and Bildstein both belong to
the Group’s Defence arm. Relieved from their ordinary
duties and operating outside normal hierarchy structures, they work independently for a year in the NEO
team. Something else that’s new is that the team is no
longer clustered at the Automotive headquarters in
Neckarsulm. These days, the team members interact internationally and at different Group locations. Carrier is
based in Canada, Ladyga in Neuss, Bildstein in Bremen.
Two team members – Fiala and Gli i , are stationed at
the NEO hub in Neckarsulm, where they maintain a
more or less permanent presence.

When carrying out this analysis, the team also delved
deeply into the Smart Cities question. The idea behind
this new take on the city is to make life, work and living
in urban space more effective and attractive in a sustainable way by employing advanced information and
communication technologies. For a high-tech enterprise
like Rheinmetall, this offers plenty of scope for new
business opportunities. “Faced with current and future
challenges like climate change, rampant urbanization
and individualization, natural disasters and dwindling
resources, there’s a growing need for cities to take
action”, insists Bildstein.
A creative network
An important element here is always being in direct
contact with the Chairman of the Executive Board
of Rheinmetall Automotive, Horst Binnig, as well as
various strategy and corporate development departments. They also stay in close touch with previous
NEO generations, regularly exchanging ideas. “But
we also interact with people outside of the company,
working for instance with research institutes and going
to conferences and attending lectures”, explains Fiala.
At so-called ‘pitstops’, the NEO 3.0 team presents the
results of their work to the Executive Board and the top
management circle (AEB) of Rheinmetall Automotive
three or four times a year. A special highlight this year
will be Future Day, which all three NEO generations –
1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 – are organizing at an annual event for
40 senior Rheinmetall Automotive executives.
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Economically and in terms of social
policy, it’s a an unsatisfactory
situation: Far too few women
choose to go into technical fields
or get a degree in engineering.
Which is a shame, since there are
plenty of opportunities for women
in this sector, as Pierburg recently
demonstrated in Berlin. Heartbeat
spoke with four women who work
in highly diverse technical fields
about their lives and education as
well as their experiences in working
in male-dominated domains.

// DISCOVER THE

POSSIBILITIES!
Technical professions offer women plenty of opportunities
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WOMEN’S
POWER X 4:
(FROM LEFT TO
RIGHT):
Sally Bartenbach
Apprentice Industrial
Mechanic
Sharon Pommerenke
Mechanical Engineering
student, Dual Curriculum
Anika Schlimper
Program Manager
Ilona Beyer
Production Planner

MEN AND WOMEN ALIKE SHOULD
PURSUE TECHNICAL CAREERS.
Anika Schlimper

“I would like to be an engineer”, wrote
Sharon Pommerenke at the tender age of
ten in a classmate’s friendship book. Now
21, she’s studying mechanical engineering
at the Berlin School for Economics and Law,
currently in her sixth semester. Enrolled in
a program that combines academic study
with on-the-job vocational training, for her
bachelor’s thesis she’s designing a new
production line for cooler modules at Pierburg. As one of three women, she began
the program together with thirty men. In the

meantime, a third of the men have dropped
out. But all three female students are still
there, plugging away. As Pommerenke puts
it, “We women know what we want.”
Anika Schlimper’s path in life has been
similarly methodical. After completing her
Master’s in 2013 in industrial engineering
at the Technical University in Berlin in 2013,
she began working in Purchasing at Pierburg. Since last year, she’s been supervising her product area as a program manager,

keeping a sharp eye on quality, costs and
punctuality. As soon as she finished her
Abitur, the young industrial engineer was
certain that her studies should combine
business administration and mechanical
engineering. “My brother and my sister are
both engineers”, reports Schlimper, “so in
a sense they paved the way for me.”
Whether it was a technically minded father,
siblings or cousins, all four women agreed
that family background played a role in
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EVER SINCE I WAS A
CHILD, I WANTED TO WORK
IN A TECHNICAL FIELD.
Sharon Pommerenke

their career choice. In the case of Ilona
Beyer, it was actually her mother who advised her to go into engineering. But Beyer
also interned in a geriatric care facility, reflecting her interest in working with people.
It's about seconds
A former track and field athlete who
competed at European level, today she still
displays the same spirit, albeit in a totally
different arena. “Diplomacy and sensitivity
are still important to me today”, declares
the Westphalia-born production planner,
noting how she has to deal with machine
operators of various ages and nationalities when running new products on CNC
machines. Because it’s Beyer herself who
writes the programs, she experiences a special adrenalin kick whenever a new product
makes its debut on the machines. The only
woman in a team of fifteen production planners, she supervises seventy metal-cutting

WHY LET ANYBODY
GET IN THE WAY OF
YOUR DREAMS?
Sally Bartenbach

machine operators, a job where efficient
machine running times are vital and seconds sometimes count.
Looking back over her career to date,
Beyer says she’s learned that it’s generally
important to deal in a frank, straightfor-

ward manner with people, even in those
rare situations where a male colleague or
worker insists he doesn’t want to work with
a woman. In her experience, it’s possible
to overcome such awkward situations if
you show sufficient tact and have the right
negotiating skills. “Often it just comes
down to uncertainty”, she adds. She knows
how to address this in the meantime. Older
workers still tend to have a more traditional
way of viewing the world, she says; “but
the younger ones find it perfectly normal for
a woman to be doing this job.”
Racer with perseverance
Busy getting her car ready for a stockcar or
autocross race, it’s mere surprise that Sally
Bartenbach often perceives among the men
she knows. “Then again, not many women
do what I do”, notes the young racing car
driver. Even as a child, Bartenbach preferred
a monkey wrench in her father’s workshop to
typical toys for girls. Things went so far that
her mother warned relatives that the dolls
they brought as gifts risked winding up in
the trash.
Remaining true to her childhood penchant,
these days she still turns her hand to
fixing the front of her car following fender
benders that occur in the heat of the battle,
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IF YOU WANT TO WORK
IN A TECHNICAL FIELD,
YOU REALLY NEED TO
HAVE A FEEL FOR SPATIAL
RELATIONSHIPS AND A
HEAD FOR MATH.
Ilona Beyer

welding on a new hood in preparation for
the next race. To the astonishment of some
of her male competitors, it’s not unusual to
see her on the winner’s rostrum – and this
despite her car’s comparatively underpowered engine.
Bartenbach knew early on that she wanted
to work with her hands rather than sit all
day in front of a computer: “Office life
wasn’t for me.” After earning her “Abitur” ,
she trains as an industrial mechanic.
Even so, all of these women have had to
overcome routine workaday resistance on
the part of male colleagues. But they also
reported that such instances were very
rare, and none had ever been made to feel
truly uncomfortable on account of their
role as women in a technical profession or
occupation. This also goes for their private
lives. When the subject of what they do
for a living comes up in conversation, their
response is often met with astonishment –
though only at first. Initial surprise quickly
gives way to curiosity about what is, after
all, a rather unusual career choice for a
woman, especially when their interlocutors
realize the degree to which these women
identify with their technical jobs, to say
nothing of their extraordinary enthusiasm.

It's all in the mix
If they happen to find themselves inappropriately addressed on the job as “babe”
or are asked where the coffee is, they’ve
learned to respond coolly but firmly. In
the end, the men wind up realizing that a
woman can be just as versed in technical
matters as they are – and sometimes more
so. When she was still a student, Schlimper
found this out when she and her classmates got to Finite Elements, a subject
which caused her male colleagues no end
of grief; it goes almost without saying that
she breezed through the seminar with a 1.0,
the equivalent of an American ‘A’.
Even so: None of them wanted to work
exclusively with women. They all agreed
that a healthy mix was always the best bet.
Why? Because men and women approach
things differently. And it is exactly this kind
of diversity that creates the mix necessary
for getting things done. As a rule – and
this was the experience of all the women
interviewed for this article – men are happy
to have female members on their teams.
They’ve also noticed that men frequently
turn to their female colleagues for technical
assistance. The psychological barrier is simply lower. However, none of this should distract from the fact that women often have

to perform above 100 % to win recognition,
especially in fields where their presence is
unusual and unexpected.
Would they advise other women to go
the technical route? “Yes, and men too of
course!”, replied Schlimper without batting
an eye. Pommerenke was also quick to
point out the many and varied doors that
studying mechanical engineering can open:
“Hospitals, waterworks, it doesn’t really
matter. There are all kinds of places that
need people who understand how machines work.” Of course, all four already
focused on math and science in high
school. “If you want to work in a technical
field”, added Beyer, “you really need to
have a feel for spatial relationships and a
head for math”. Ultimately, the last word of
advice should go to Bartenbach, who boils
matters down to their essence: “If you want
something, you should never let anybody
stop you from fulfilling your dreams.” And
she’s right, of course.
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// A TEST DRIVE WITH

RENE GANSAUGE
Head of the Mechatronics division and chairman of the board
of Pierburg and Pierburg Pump Technology

More than anything else,
Rene Gansauge was taken
with the Ford Mustang’s
incomparable sound.
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Mother of all pony
cars: The Ford
Mustang is named
after the homonymous
breed of horses.

There it was, fiery red, parked in front of the headquarters building
in Neuss. After driving it just a few meters in the direction of
downtown Neuss, Rene Gansauge is fired up, too. Most of all, it’s
that special sound the engine makes when running on all eight
cylinders that excites him. “Cool. Nice sound, huh?”, he says,
briefly spurring the Mustang on as he eases into the first curve.

Waxing philosophical as he glances
at his own reflection in the rearview mirror,
he muses that “When you sit in a car like
this, you smile the whole time.” To the passenger seated next to him, it’s soon clear
that that this isn’t the first time Gansauge
has driven a Mustang. “Cars are intimately
connected to sound”, he declares – and
this is especially true of automobiles like
the Ford Mustang. With five liters of cubic
capacity and 450 HP, by German standards
this is already a big engine; in America,
though, there are even bigger variants. For
example, the classic ivory-green Mustang
convertible he brought back from the
States with him in 1965, with its whopping
4.6-liter displacement.
Even at a time when e-mobility is playing
an ever more important role at Rheinmetall
Automotive, for Gansauge it’s clear that
work to perfect and optimize conventional
engine concepts still needs to proceed in
parallel. This explains why there’s a Ford
Mustang in the meantime with a four-cylinder engine (not that it’s exactly underpowered at 370 HP).

Meeting place for car fans
In America, the Woodward Dream Cruise
was one of his favorite leisure pursuits,
an event in the Detroit area attracting over
100,000 auto enthusiasts, mostly with
unusual vehicles, ranging from vintage cars
to the latest models. This, he says, “was my
event”, which he happily visited over and
over again, eager to see as many cars as he
could. (By the way, he still reaches for the
wrench himself from time to time, recently
changing the fuel pump in his Mustang.)
Born in Moers (just north of Krefeld on the
lower Rhine), from the age of 11 Gansauge
grew up in the Sauerland district south of
Hagen in the Ruhr Valley. It was here that he
began his career as an apprentice machine
toolmaker, followed by a year of mandatory
military service in the Navy, during which he
made it as far away from home as Bermuda. After returning to civilian life and now
back on the job, he sensed that it was time
to make something more of himself. In his
mid-twenties in the meantime, he hit the
books. At night and on the weekends, he
continued to pursue his vocation, enabling

him to finance his Abitur before going on to
study industrial engineering.
In service for Pierburg worldwide
His first encounter with Pierburg came in
2004 during a university-related internship
in Fountain Inn, South Carolina. A year later,
following a stint as a student trainee at
the company’s headquarters in Neuss and
writing his thesis at the Nova Odessa plant
in Brazil, he returned to Pierburg’s plant in
South Carolina as comptroller, a post he
occupied for three years. It was there that
he met his future wife, who worked in the
finance office of Pierburg’s sister company,
KS Gleitlager. Then came nearly three years
as head of the controlling department at
the head office in Neuss, until he was asked
to lead the new Group company in Pune,
India in 2010.
Gansauge and his family quickly felt at
home in India. For him, dealing with Indian
ways of doing things was never an issue,
even if certain seemingly German virtues
like orderliness and cleanliness remained
important to him: “I always said that the
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Rene Gansauge
is responsible for all of
Pierburg’s global
Mechatronics
activities.

10 million
MA N UFACTU R E D
S I NCE 1964

Five liters of cubic
capacity and 450
HP: The latest
version of the Ford
Mustang packs
quite a punch.

Despite the organization’s size, Pierburg
has always reminded him of working at a
medium-sized company with something
of the flair of a family-run enterprise: “You
know a lot of people, and plenty of people
know each other. It’s easy to get things
done this way, to solve problems without
a lot of red tape. This is a big plus for Pierburg, and definitely corresponds with the
values of the Rheinmetall Group.”

company should be as Indian as possible
and as German as necessary.”
Meanwhile, the brand-new 2018 Mustang
sped past the Pierburg plant by the riverport, heading for the racetrack, where a
number of horses were being put through
their paces ahead of the next race. The
Pierburg chief continued his tale. In 2013,
he and his family – by now he had a 9-yearold son – returned to the United States,
where he headed the Group’s Mechatronics
operations in North America.
Then, in early 2018, it was time to return
to headquarters in Germany, this time
responsible for all Mechatronics activities
worldwide. This meant that he was now in
charge of former colleagues, which necessarily posed certain challenges: “In my new
role, I don’t want to change the way I communicate, my openness, or my collegial
approach”, declares Gansauge.
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A defender of leadership principles
Years of moving back and forth between
the continents have shaped him. Learning
to operate in different cultural settings
and respond to the needs of the people
there, to say nothing of the starkly different

WHEN YOU’RE CONVINCED
THAT IT’S PEOPLE WHO
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE,
THEN YOU’VE GOT TO
MAKE SURE TO TAKE CARE
OF THEM
approaches to leadership, have become
part of his personality. No wonder he’s become such a stalwart defender of the new
leadership principles at Pierburg. As he
sees it, it will be vital in the future to know

how to integrate highly disparate cultures,
locations and customers, without calling
into question your own culture. “We want
to establish guidelines on how we want
the company to function. The leadership
principles are the same worldwide, and
should place their stamp on the entire
organization.”
One thing’s clear here: As far as he’s concerned, processes alone don’t really make
much of a difference. “Ultimately, what matters is the people we have on board, and
getting them to work together in the most
efficient and innovative way possible. This
works best when you try to bring together
and integrate various different cultures.”
This explains why – in light of the current
expansion of the company and the new
processes this entails – the new Pierburg
chief is so eager to hang on to the company’s characteristic mid-sized, family-owned
feel and sense of cohesion.
Indeed, cohesion is the watchword here.
Arriving back at Pierburg headquarters,
Gansauge is clearly reluctant to take
leave of the red Mustang: “Boy, what
a beautiful car.”

More about the new Ford Mustang:
http://tiny.cc/testdrive-mustang

In deciding to produce a cookbook, Rheinmetall Automotive
selected an unconventional
means of celebrating diversity.

// AN

INTERCULTURAL
CULINARY VOYAGE
Dining under the banner of diversity

Inspired by the Charter of Diversity, German Diversity Day was celebrated
for the sixth time in 2018. Rheinmetall recognizes the advantages of
having a diverse staff. To make the topic of diversity even more tangible,
Rheinmetall Automotive came up with a decidedly appetizing idea.

In launching a major cookbook project,
the Group has embarked on a culinary
voyage around the world. “We definitely
wanted to make the connection to everyday
diversity here, and get all of the people who
work here involved in the project”, explains
Ramona Hofmann, Diversity Manager at
Rheinmetall.
Favorite recipes in book form
Using internal communication channels,
the Group urged everyone to take part in
the diversity cookbook project by submitting their favorite recipes, complete with
pictures. Lots of Rheinmetall employees answered the call – and their efforts were rewarded: On German Diversity Day, everyone
who submitted a recipe received a cookbook. Those who joined in the multifaceted
activities of the Hardparts and Aftermarket
divisions were also presented with a copy

of the high-quality, attractively bound book,
which is packed with great recipes.

DIVERSITY
AT RHEINMETALL

Tastes differ
How does the cookbook fit in with the
concept of diversity? “The recipes are
many-sided, coming from a multitude of
different countries, and reflect our varied
tastes”, says Hofmann. “People pick out
whatever suits them best. That’s everyday
diversity.” Nor is the cookbook’s popularity
confined to Automotive; other parts of the
Rheinmetall Group are showing an interest
in it, too. Who knows, maybe this elegant,
professionally designed book will form the
cornerstone of a whole series of others like
it … there’s certainly no shortage of great
recipes from around the world.

For the Rheinmetall Group,
diversity doesn’t just point the
way forward, it’s an essential
part of our corporate culture. The
term isn’t limited to the percentage of women in the workforce,
but is designed to combat all
forms of discrimination in the
workplace, promoting equal
opportunity across the board.
As part of its efforts to nurture
diversity, the Rheinmetall Group
signed the German government’s
Charter of Diversity in April 2017,
which promotes recognition,
acknowledgment and inclusion
of diversity in the workplace. As
a result, diversity events now
take place throughout the entire
Rheinmetall Group.
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// AN INDUSTRIAL HUB IN

THE HEART OF EUROPE
Rheinmetall Automotive sites in the Czech Republic
A multitude of traffic arteries – rivers, highways and
railroads – all come together at Ústí nad Labem. Nestled
in the picturesque valley of the River Elbe, this northern
Bohemian town is slightly less than fifty kilometers south
of Dresden and about an hour by car north of Prague.
With just under 93,000 inhabitants, it forms the heart of
one of the Czech Republic’s largest industrial regions.
The name derives from the Old Czech word ‘ustie’, which
means the mouth of a river, and it’s here where the River
Bílina flows into the Elbe; ‘nad Labem’ means on ‘the Elbe’
in Czech. The city has benefitted from its location since
time immemorial. As early as 1056, it was mentioned as a
marketplace, acceding to the coveted status of royal city

in the 13th century. Ústí nad Labem thrived during the Industrial Revolution, when textile and paper mills set up shop and
brown coal was first mined in the region. In the process, the
city profited from its status as an important transshipment
point between river and road transport. Mobility continues to
play an important part in the city’s economic prosperity. Two
factories belonging to KS Kolbenschmidt Czech Republic a.s.
– Pierburg s.r.o and KS CZ Motorservice s.r.o – make a vital
contribution here. This is particularly true of the piston plant,
which, with a staff of nearly a thousand, is a major employer
in the region, simultaneously playing a central role in Rheinmetall Automotive’s pistons business.

02
VELKÉ BŘEZNO CASTLE

01
Perched above the Elbe
on a 100-meter-high cliﬀ,
well-preserved Střekov Castle
(Schreckenstein in German,
‘terror stone’ in English) is an
emblem of Ústí nad Labem,
oﬀering superb views. Built
starting in 1316 to protect
shipping, the picturesque ruin
was a popular destination
during the Romantic era.

Starting in 1843, Karl, Count
Chotek of Chotkow and Wognin, the Supreme Burgrave
of the Kingdom of Bohemia,
enjoyed a splendid view over
the Elbe Valley from his noble
retirement residence. Velké
Březno Castle is one of the
last great feudal buildings of
Bohemia. Having survived the
Second World War unscathed,
today it serves as a museum
and exhibition venue.

Na Zacházce 844
400 03 Střekov

Zámecká 63
4003 23 Velké Brezno

STŘEKOV CASTLE
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03
THE CHURCH OF
ST. ADALBERT
The church of St. Adalbert has
been welcoming worshipers
ever since 1186, the year the
ﬁrst building was complete.
Between 1715 and 1750, the
famous Bohemian architect
Oktavián Broggio remodeled
the church in the Baroque
style. This splendid church
boasts the second-largest
organ in the Czech Republic.
Hradiste 4
400 01 Ústí nad Labem

04
VĚTRUŠE HOTEL &
RESTAURANT
Bohemian specialties taste
twice as good with a view over
Ústí nad Labem and the Elbe
Valley – the Větruše Hotel &
Restaurant is well worth the
trip. A cable car runs straight
from the town center to the
small castle that houses it,
which was built in 1897 by the
local tourism authority.
Fibichova 392/25
400 01 Usti nad Labem

KRÁSNÉ BŘEZNO
30

06
ZOO

62

ÚSTÍ NAD
LABEM

03

261

02

KS KOLBENSCHMIDT CZECH
REPUBLIC, A.S

613
04

Site: Dulni 362, 400 04 Trmice

STŘEKOV
261

Headcount: 940
Sales (2017): 130 million EUR
30
KOJETICE
01

05

VAŇOV

PIERBURG S.R.O.
Site: K Pierburgu 1/455, 400 01 Ústí nad
Labem

05
THE VELKÉ ŽERNOSEKY
WINE REGION
Winegrowing on the steep
slopes of the Porta Bohemica
dates all the way back to the
10th century. Today, picturesque Velké Žernoseky is
one of the most famous wine
regions in Bohemia. The local
wineries oﬀer winetasting
directly on location in their
castles. Protected monuments
in their own right, the watchtowers in the vineyards are
also well worth a visit.

Headcount: 422

06

Sales (2017): 227 million EUR

THE TISA ROCKS
Nature lovers are sure to love
the labyrinthine rock formations around the tiny community of Tisá. Consisting of
sandstone crags rising as high
as thirty meters, the Tisa Rocks
are a highlight of Bohemian
Switzerland, as the region is
known. A hiking trail oﬀers a
good way of touring this impressive natural monument.

KS CZ MS MOTORSERVICE
S.R.O.
Site: Smetanova 716, 403 17

Chabařovice
Headcount: 87
Sales (2017): 7 million EUR
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